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I lived a life once. It was my life and it was what I knew.
Then things began to look strange. They grew wider and deeper.
I didn’t know them. They were no longer mine.
What is mine anyways: my nails, my skin, my teeth
my hair, gathered up and plaited into a long braid, grazing my fingertips
ribcage inflated like a multifaceted globe of glass.
The structure was there, gridded out, compartmentalized, defined, displayed. When removed, gravity pulled everything down
into the earth. There they lay for 66 million years until the earth fractured and they spiraled up again.
And I sought you there, in a tunnel left by the claws of an ancient crab; in the harsh ridges of the ecphora; in the extended fin of
the whelk; in the swirl of a moon snail.
Your figure pushed out against the force of gravity, like the body of the universe trying to compress you into another thing. The
sea brought other bodies into yours and you became the vessel for many.
I can’t be you but I can enter you, see you, see your figure still. I can form you again, find your figure, catch your glance, take you
into me.
But I won’t ossify, I’ll never cease my flow. I’ll give you my nails, my skin, my teeth, and trade them for another kind of shell. I’ll
expand into the sea. I’ll consume your filth and create crystal. Devour your poison, let it change me. I’ll leave this earth, transform
into a tube, find a pure figure and devour it whole.
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